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Motivation
Key-Derivation: generating a secret key from information 
possessed by the user 
Passwords, the most widely used mean for key derivation, 
are problematic: 

1. Forgettable 
2. Easily observable 
3. Low entropy 
4. Carried over between systems

?? pwd
peekaboo



Motivation
Suggestion: use biometric data for key generation 
Problems:  

1. It is hard/impossible to replace the biometric template 
in case it gets compromised 

2. Privacy of the users
1
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The Fuzziness Problem
Two images of the same face are rarely identical (due to 
lighting, pose, expression changes) 

Yet we want to consistently derive the same key every 
time 

The fuzziness in the samples is handled by: 
1. Feature extraction 
2. The use of error-correction codes and helper data

• Taken one after the other 
• 86189 pixels are different 
• only 3061 pixels have identical values!



Process for handling noise
Most biometrics systems: 

1. Feature extraction: 
Lower susceptibility to noise 

2. Binarization: 
Decreases noise 
Necessary for utilizing cryptographic constructions 

3. Error-Correction: Uses stored helper data for handling 
remaining noise



Feature Extraction
User-specific features: 

E.g.: Eigenfaces (PCA),  
Fisherfaces (FLD)

Generic features: 

Histograms, e.g.: LBPs, 
SIFT 
Filters, e.g.: Gabor features

Do not require training or store

user specific data

Requires training and stores 

user specific parameters



Feature Extraction 
Previous Work

[FYJ10] used Fisherfaces: 

Problem: public data looks like the users :( 

If privacy is a goal, user-specific features cannot be used!
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Binarization
Essential for using the cryptographic constructions 

Some claim: non-invertibility [TGN06] 

By:  

Sign of projection 

Quantization 

Quantization is more accurate, but requires additional 
private information [TKL08]

Biometric features can be  
approximated



Cryptographic Noise-Tolerant 
Constructions

Secure Sketch [JW99]: 

Other constructions: Fuzzy Vault [JS06], Fuzzy Extractors [DORS08]

Enrollment Key Generation
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Secure Sketch: Illustration
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When it comes to practice…

Secure sketch provides zero entropy-loss given s only 
if the biometric templates are i.i.d


Hao et. al proposed a system that derives keys with 
140bits of entropy from iris images [HAD05]


Statistical attacks exploit dependencies in the biometrics 
and guess keys in ~210 attempts, given s [RU12, ZKB12]


Fuzzy Extractors can be used, but the entropy loss is 
too high



Challenges
1. Auxiliary data leaks personal information 

2. Need i.i.d biometric templates for secure sketch 

3. High (min-) entropy loss when using fuzzy extractors 

Result: short keys and weak privacy protection
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Feature Extraction 
1. Landmark Localization and 
Alignment

Face landmark localization and affine transformation to a canonical pose: 

An essential step, due to the inability to perform alignment between 
enrolled and newly presented template



Feature Extraction 
2. Feature Extraction

Local Binary Patterns (LBPs) descriptors are computed from 21 regions 
defined on the face: 

The same is done with Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptors 

Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HoGs) are computed on the whole face



Ensuring Independent bits

Removing Correlations 
Between the Features

Rescaling Each Feature to 
[0,1] Interval

Dimension Reduction and 
Concatenation of Feature Vectors

Independent 
bits

Projecting 
on orthogonal 
hyperplanes



Binarization
Requirements from the binary representation: 

1. Consistency and discrimination 
2. No correlations between the bits 
3. High min-entropy 

We find a discriminative projection space W by generalizing an 
algorithm from [WKC10] (for solving ANN problem) 

For                                   : 

The aim is to find hyperplanes                        , s.t. for                            : hk(x) = sgn(wt
kx)[w1, w2, ..., wK ]

X = [x1, x2, ..., xn]

hk(xi) = hk(xj)

hk(xi) 6= hk(xj)

if  
otherwise
(xi, xj) 2 C

(xi, xj) 2 C

(xi, xj) 2 T

if the pair belongs to the same user 
otherwise



Binarization cont.
W will be public, yet we do not want it to reveal info 
about users


➔ training cannot be performed on images of users


Solution: transfer learning — training is performed once 
on subjects distinct of those enrolled to the system

We learn
w1: does subject have attribute #1?  
w2: does subject have attribute #2?  
… 
wn: does subject have attribute #n?

Instead of learning
representation for: 
representation for: 
… 
representation for:

…
…

…



Full System
Enrollment:


 
 

Key derivation:
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Experiments 
Constructing the Embedding

Performed only once 

Subjects are different than the ones enrolled in the system 

Number of 
Subjects

Images Per 
Subject

Number of 
Hyperplanes

949 3-4 511



Experiments 
Evaluation

Data: 

A data set of frontal images under controlled conditions, collected 
at the University of Haifa 

474 subjects in total, 26 have two sessions 

6.41 images per subject on average 

Tests: 

9,602 genuine attempts 

4,609,678 impersonation attempts



Distribution of Distances
- genuine 
- impostor

min distance for an impersonation attempt  = 164



Results
ROC curve

FPR=0%, TPR=88.59% !



What ECC should we use? 
Attempt #1

Codewords in over binary alphabet in vector space  

t=163 ➔ d=2*163+1=327 

According to Plotkin bound: 

This implies keys with less than 3 bits :-(



What ECC should we use? 
Attempt #2

Best option we found in the literature: Reed-Solomon+repetition [MVV12]


Idea: encode the key, then repeat the codeword as much as possible


In our case, for an 80bits key, the best parameters are:

RS(31,16) ECC with 5bit symbols

• Can correct up to 8 symbol errors


3 repetitions


Result: 465bits long codewords

k1 k2 k16…
k’1 k’2 k’31k’3 k’4 …

k’1 k’1 k’31k’1 k’2 … k’31 k’31



What ECC should we use? 
Attempt #2 cont.

How many errors do we have?


Up to 163 unstructured errors ➔ 31.89% chance for bit error, 
or p=0.68 that a bit is correct


Probability of correct (symbol) bit after majority: 


Probability of correct symbol:


RS needs to correct ~23 symbol errors


Problem: a correct bit does not guarantee a correct symbol



Our Construction
Idea: perform repetition on the biometric template


Select RS(2m-1,l) ECC (m-bit symbols)


• Can correct up to (2m-1-l)/2


Repeat the biometric template m times


Compute helper data:


It can be seen that: correct bit ➔ correct symbol

k1 k2 kl… k’1 k’2 k’
2m-1k’3 k’4 …

x1 x2 x2m-1x3 x4 …
m repetitions  

of x1

x1 x2 x2m-1…x3 x4



Parameters for SecureFace

Length of biometric template is 511


i.e., 2m-1=511 ➔ m=9


To correct up to 163 errors ➔ key of length l=184 
symbols



Privacy and Security 
Guarantees

Privacy:


If x is i.i.d then H(x|s)=l


If H(x)=(2m-1)-r (i.e., x is almost i.i.d) then H(x|s)=l-r


Similarly for security:


If x is i.i.d then H(k|s)=l


If H(x)=(2m-1)-r then H(x|s)≥l-r



Security Analysis 
Uniformity of the Representation

Low correlation between the bits #1: 

High degrees-of-freedom                    : 509.69 

p: average relative distance between two 
representation of different persons 

  : the standard deviation

No correlation between the bits + high min-entropy ➔ uniform distribution

(� =
p(1� p)

�2
)

�



Security Analysis 
Uniformity of the Representation

No correlation between the bits #2: 

The representation has a diagonal covariance matrix: 

High min-entropy: 

No correlation between the bits + high min-entropy ⇒ uniform distribution



Conclusions
SecureFace, a system for fast key-derivation from face 
images that provides: 

1. Consistency (88.94% TPR) and discriminability (0% FPR) 

2. Provable privacy 

3. Provable security 

4. An alternative to passwords



That’s all folks!

Questions?


